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The Shattered Cove Complete Series Boxset - A Steamy Small Town Contemporary Romance Box Set 2022-01-31

complete series 8 steamy full length contemporary romances plus two bonus scenes in one amazing box set curl up and escape to shattered cove with this series boxset of eight small town romance novels book 1 a fallen
star mikel is tormented by dark addictions remy is fighting for a lifelong dream can they rise from the ashes of despair and find happily ever after book 2 glass secrets mia guards her past andre s heart is off limits can these
next door neighbors break the walls between them and build the love they crave book 3 defying gravity belle is raising a teenager bently is hiding his tender heart do they have what it takes to indulge their forbidden passion
book 4 the lighthouse inn his ambition brought them together her secret could tear them apart with love on the line will they invest in their hearts book 5 his true north he s lost their history she s questioning their future
can their lifelong vow weather a devastating storm book 6 in the grey they were never supposed to be when their lives collide again is it wrong to want what they could never have book 7 brave love she s finally living
her dream he s a struggling single dad will their fiery connection burn out or warm their hearts long into the future book 8 hope between us she barely escaped with her life he s hellbent on helping lost souls when a marriage
of convenience leads to love can their hearts keep them safe buy now to start reading this steamy small town romance series today complete series no cheating hea guaranteed keywords related to this steamy small town
romance series boxset complete romance series boxset small town romance series small town romance shattered cove series boxset contemporary romance series romance series book contemporary romance novels interracial
romance books multicultural romance books diverse romance strong female leads strong women beach reads seaside romance beach romance seacoast romance strong heroines emotional romance interracial romance books
romance ebook ir romance books ir ir romance books romance novels to read love story love story books interracial relationship shattered cove series

The Grid Trilogy Boxset 2018-10-14

the grid trilogy box set enclosed in this box set fall of justice quest for vengeance and catharsis the grid 1 fall of justice a fortress city a terrifying prison a survivor determined to beat the odds joe parsons is playing
with fire and he knows it he has no idea what deadly secrets he and his friends will uncover when they finally hack into the city s sinister fortrillium network justice is in short supply in the harsh decaying world in which he
s been raised but joe is desperate to uncover the truth behind his father s sudden disappearance seven years previously on the brink of a breakthrough he is captured red handed and sent directly to the grid a deadly gamified
colosseum from which only one person has ever escaped alive hunted by his enemies and in constant danger joe must find a way to survive what he discovers along the way will change his life forever if he can manage to
escape fall of justice is a gripping work of dystopian sci fi set in a post plague world hundreds of years in the future the grid 2 quest for vengeance two friends trapped in the grid a president who was there when the plague
began a conspiracy to keep the truth from those caught in the city a man who will stop at nothing to hold his wife and children once again caught in the grid joe parsons must fight to stay alive as his enemies conspire
against him while his friends work to save him more startling truths are revealed about president josh delman s past but damien hunter is on to the president and he ll stop at nothing to save the wife and children who were
stolen from him in the second part of the grid trilogy the truth is finally revealed about the plague years and how the decimation of humanity could have been stopped but one man will do what it takes to keep the truth
hidden the grid 3 catharsis the ticking clock which could wipe out humanity a deadly deal struck in secret the betrayal which sentenced millions to certain death a man who will stop at nothing to be reunited with his family
only one man can end it all in the final part of the grid trilogy joe parsons is forced to forge extraordinary alliances in order to survive having discovered the mystery at the centre of the grid he s not only fighting for his
own life he must now move fast to save the entire city the secrets of the past come back to haunt president delman whose actions as a young man damned the citizens to their miserable lives within the high concrete walls
the race is on to beat catharsis and assure the future of humanity can joe parsons fight his way back through the grid and save the remains of humanity what readers are saying about the grid trilogy this book was simply
amazing i was immediately pulled into the story the conflicts for each of the characters and how everything tied together was riveting i reached the end of the book and was surprised i hadn t realized that i had been close
to the end paul teague is just that good excellent story looking forward to reading more this kept me hooked with the vivid imagery of the ruined city and the oppression of the climbs can t wait to read the rest i really
enjoyed this book it had everything i look for in a book had me hooked on page 1 i just found this author and am so glad i did i can t wait to read more from him hooked from the get go imaginative and believable characters
feel like your best friends at least the good guys do loved this series very suspenseful and full of twists a very fast paced read

Olde Earth Academy Boxset Volume I 2021-05-05

before layla holden can start her freshman year at coltin high she receives an unexpected invitation to attend a private school she s never heard of she doesn t hesitate to accept eager to escape the close minded small
town where she s been taunted and teased for seeing otherworldly creatures anywhere has to be better than home yet she s only permitted to go if she brings her twin sister sabine along for the ride inside the walls of the
castle like fortress on the isolated campus the girls find many secrets and hidden mysteries layla s never shied from challenges and is determined to pass her first year however with more unusual and bigger monsters lurking
at the school she struggles to keep her ability a secret on top of the pressure to succeed in the competitive school she also attracts the attention of a new student flynn madsen he s not the only one who s curious
about her but he seems to have the same gift of sensing these supernatural beings in a new school it s impossible to know who to trust and what to believe by keeping her own secrets closely guarded layla has to have
faith in herself not her bookish roomie not the cute new boy who seems too curious about her because sometimes holding your own secrets can overpower the need to unravel others a fine balance of controlling your fears
or letting them destroy you join layla and her friends through their high school years as adventures and dangers await with each year
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The Pathways Tree boxset: books 1-3 2015-06-10

isn t true love a wonderful thing rags to riches and paupers to kings a wish a dream the good always win but don t look too closely or the fae might creep in everyone knows how folk tales are supposed to go a hero a
heroine a kiss and a wedding happily ever after and on to the next one but what most people don t know is why these stories always seem to have the same characters the same plots and the same endings the truth is so
called fairy stories are the product of a totalitarian fae government these formulaic plots aren t accidental they are designed every evil witch every poisoned apple and every deadly spinning wheel every happily ever after
every true love s kiss and every knight in shining armour all are the products of the general administration and if there s one thing the genam hates it s unscripted behaviour so when bea a lowly cabbage fairy decides she
wants more for herself than a bit part role all hell breaks loose suddenly bea finds herself at the centre of a whole heap of trouble and any mistake could have her hauled up in front of the sinister and secretive redaction
department where she ll face a fare much worse than death can bea overthrow the general administration save her friends and maybe come out on top after all does anyone ever really get a happy ending this box set brings
together the first three books in the bestselling pathways tree series the fairy s tale the academy and the princess and the orrery if you like your fantasy with a dash of dystopia and characters you can fall in love with
the pathways tree series is for you please note the pathways tree series is written in british english

Essential Oils For Cats: Essential Oil Recipes, Usage, And Safety For Your Cat 2015-06-19

there are many specific uses of essential oils for cats throughout this book you will learn what specific oils to use for calming or relaxing your cat eliminating fleas or ticks keeping their skin healthy and general care for
their delicate ears and noses there are also some oil recipes you can use for deodorizing your cat s surroundings and repelling insects grab the book to learn more

Essential Oils For Dogs 2015-07-17

according to a study conducted by folks at doterra a company that s dedicated to distributing first rate essential oils to international customers dogs are among the top animals who respond very well to the effects of
essential oils it can be traced to the fact that the four legged animals have an exceptional sense of smell regardless of the breed you have be it a golden retriever a german shepherd a malamute or any standard dog
pleasant fragrances can do wonders for a man s best friend

Spells For Beginners : Top 30 Wiccan Beginner Spells Guide 2015-10-13

i want to thank you and congratulate you for checking out the spells for beginners top 30 wiccan beginners spells guide this book contains proven steps and strategies on how you can make use of different wiccan spells
to help you improve your current state of life from boosting your financial luck and making you more appealing when it comes to love there are many different ways through which these spells can be utilized in fact your
intention plays a central role when it comes to its very creation

How To Master Microsoft OneNote 2013 : Top 10 OneNote Hacks & Secrets For Beginners 2015-10-28

if you are a busy person who does a lot of note taking either for professional or personal reasons then the microsoft onenote software would be perfect for you this free extremely easy to use and quite comprehensible
note taking program is much more than merely a note taking service it actually contains a number of unique and extremely useful features that you will not find with any other word processor in this guidebook how to
master microsoft onenote 2013 top 10 onenote hacks secrets for beginners you will learn what is needed in order to have a lot of success with the onenote onenote design how you can leverage them for your
productivity working smartly with notes syncing and using onenote across several gadgets easiy tagging notes and much much more grab the book now to learn more now

Amazon Echo Manual Guide : Top 30 Hacks And Secrets To Master Amazon Echo & Alexa For Beginners 2015-10-23

your perfect guide to amazon echo this book is a complete and handy companion that will enable you to set up and use your amazon echo device quickly and efficiently for beginners by reading this book you will understand
and be able to receive all the benefits that this wonderful device has to offer allowing you to keep up with your busy schedule you will learn hacking the remote control fake wemo devices control lights and temperature
know the best commands and a whole lot more download now and start reading
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How To Build Microservices: Top 10 Hacks To Modeling, Integrating & Deploying Microservices 2019-07-01

this book is an exploration of microservices and how to build it it begins by explaining what they are so as to help the reader better understand them after reading this book you will know how and where microservices are
used the following topics have been discussed in this book 1 technology heterogeneity resilience sealing and deployment hacks 1 and 2 2 managing complex systems hacks 3 and 4 3 checklists hack 5 4 integration hacks 6 to
10 5 and much much more download your copy of how to build microservices by scrolling up and clicking buy now with 1 click button

The Dipole Collection - a big boxset of science fiction adventure 2021-10-19

fifty million colonists on mars versus the life of one woman who testified against her gangster ex boyfriend it seems like a simple choice but when mona lisa o neil and her prison guard bat team up with a drunk pilot and a
psycho ai they re gonna turn the galaxy upside down to stop the man and save mars fans of action packed comedy sci fi are gonna enjoy this collection of adventures from the dipole series and get a sneak peak at parralax
the next page swiping installment

Everything and Less 2022-02-22

national book critics circle award finalist best book of fall esquire and a most anticipated book of 2021 lit hub what has happened to fiction in the age of platform capitalism since it was first launched in 1994 amazon
has changed the world of literature the everything store has not just transformed how we buy books it has affected what we buy and even what we read in everything and less acclaimed critic mark mcgurl explores this
new world where writing is no longer categorized as high or lowbrow literature or popular fiction charting a course spanning from henry james to e l james mcgurl shows that contemporary writing has less to do with
writing per se than with the manner of its distribution this consumerist logic if you like this you might also like has reorganized the fiction universe so that literary prize winners sit alongside fantasy romance fan fiction
and the infinite list of hybrid genres and self published works this is an innovation to be cautiously celebrated amazon s platform is not just a retail juggernaut but an aesthetic experiment driven by an unseen algorithm
rivaling in the depths of its effects any major cultural shift in history here all fiction is genre fiction and the niches range from the categories of crime and science fiction to the more refined interests of adult baby diaper
lover erotica everything and less is a hilarious and insightful map of both the commanding heights and sordid depths of fiction past and present that opens up an arresting conversation about why it is we read and write
fiction in the first place

Bloo Moose Romance BoxSet 2 (Books #4-6) 2024-01-05

enjoy these heart warming romances at a terrific price join the fun in bloo moose where love is always worth the risk curl up with these small town romantic suspense stories about brave women and the daring men who will
conquer all the odds to keep them safe reaching for balance book 4 fbi agent rebecca knows nothing about kids small towns or blending in but she ll need to learn all three if she s going to protect her partner s son gage
runs a fishing lodge and keeps life low key and easy to protect the boy he ll work with the uptight agent when danger encroaches he discovers that he ll do anything to keep both of them safe reaching for christmas book 5
lil has been keeping a heavy secret from her family when the man who attacked her escapes prison she returns to her hometown and to the safest place she knows max returns early from a book tour to find lil in his bed
exactly where he s always wanted her to keep her safe he ll have to reveal his feelings for her and hope she feels the same reaching for trust book 6 pop star trina s onstage costumes mean she can hide in plain sight to avoid
a stalker she takes a job at a sugar shack whatever that is former lawyer jack needs a change after his final case nearly breaks him following his grandfather s footsteps to make maple syrup jack finds his new employee is
exactly the woman he wants too bad he has no idea who she really is this romantic suspense boxset is a collection of the second set of three bloo moose standalone romances these romantic suspense stories include some
strong language sexy times and guaranteed happy ever afters enjoy

The Galbraith Series 2024-01-10

discover the addictive galbraith series from bestselling author john nicholl a frightening book that lures us into the darkness where monsters live john nicholl s knowledge of this world from his years of police work makes
his characters ring true billy hayes dark disturbing and brilliant kept me up all night diana wilkinson this boxset contains the complete galbraith series the doctor the wife the father the doctor the mailer family are
oblivious to the terrible danger that enters their lives when seven year old anthony is referred to the child guidance service by the family gp following the breakdown of his parents marriage fifty eight year old dr david
galbraith a sadistic predator employed as a consultant child psychiatrist has already murdered one child in the soundproofed cellar below the south wales georgian townhouse he shares with his wife and two young
daughters anthony becomes galbraith s latest obsession and he will stop at nothing to make his grotesque fantasies reality the wife what drives a woman to murder twenty nine year old cynthia galbraith is serving a life
sentence for murder and struggling with the traumatic past that put her behind bars when the prison counsellor suggests cynthia write a personal journal exploring the events that drove her to murder she figures she has
all the time in the world and very little if anything to lose so she begins to write revealing the secrets that haunt her and the truths she s never dared tell the father thirty years ago anthony mailer was a seven year old
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boy trapped in dr galbraith s basement now he s a journalist a husband and a father but no matter how far he s come at times he s still that scared little boy in order to save his marriage he has to stop hiding from what
happened and deal with it once and for all but digging into the past holds dangers anthony never imagined

The DI Barton Crime Series Boxset 4-6 2017-12-14

discover the chilling di barton series from bestseller ross greenwood a rich cast of characters and an explosive plot kept me turning the pages until the final dramatic twist richard burke this boxset contains books 4 6 in
the di barton series from ross greenwood the cold killer the fire killer the santa killer the cold killer when a tired old inmate is found dead in his cell the prison is obligated to investigate and so di barton attends the men he
interviews have been convicted of some of the worst things a human being can do but it appears likely that the death was due to natural causes when the house of the dead man is burgled and that crime is followed by a
suspicious fire barton desperately needs to speak to his widow but she s nowhere to be found in the space of twenty four hours everyone he wants to talk to has vanished barton s investigation goes full circle through a
series of brutal murders back to the prison and all signs are pointing to the fact that he s made a terrible mistake the fire killer when di barton is asked to investigate a seemingly innocuous fire that kills he believes it s
either children fooling around or a worrying racially motivated crime as he delves deeper into the case he soon realises that there is a history of similar blazes spread out over many years all within a close area an idea
suggested by pathologist mortis makes barton suspect he has the arsonist s motives wrong when a night worker comes forward with a tip barton narrows down the suspects but with all of them acting suspiciously he
knows for sure that one or more of them must be lying and when a huge house blaze shocks everyone barton fears the killer has lost all control the santa killer one night less than two weeks before christmas a single
mother is violently assaulted it s a brutal crime at the time of year when there should be goodwill to all when di barton begins his investigation he s surprised to find the victim is a woman with nothing to hide and no
reason for anyone to hurt her a few days later the mother of the woman attacked rings the police station her granddaughter has drawn a shocking picture it seems she was looking out of the window when her mother was
attacked and when her grandmother asks the young girl who the person with the weapon is she whispers two words bad santa the rumours start spreading and none of the city s women feel safe which one of them will be
next

Master of War Boxset 2018-12-21

amid the carnage of the 100 years war the bloodiest conflict in medieval history a young english archer confronts his destiny england 1346 for thomas blackstone the choice is easy dance on the end of a rope for a murder
he did not commit or take up his war bow and join the king s invasion as he fights his way across northern france blackstone learns the brutal lessons of war from the terror and confusion of his first taste of combat to
the savage realities of siege warfare blackstone will brave the terrors of the high alps in winter face the black prince in tournament confront the bloody anarchy of a popular revolt and emerge from the battle of cr�cy
as a knight he may yet defy death but he can t defy his destiny master of war collected in a single volume for the first time the first three novels in the epic master of war series comprising of master of war defiant unto
death gate of the dead

The Sage's Legacy Boxset 2020-08-20

long ago there was a prophecy then the gods of ancient egypt withdrew to shadows and were forgotten in modern day scotland freya hayes tries to live up to the expectation of her sage heritage the earth is no longer as
it was rather ghosts populate it far and wide though benevolent for the most part evil stirs their rank and causes trouble freya s duty to protect the earth using her enhanced strength and spiritual abilities to fight back
from scotland to spain slovakia and the remote deserts of egypt freya s journey will be one of personal growth and never ending surprises she ll be joined by a wiseman brennan who s not all he seems together these two
partners shoulder the weight of the world in the way only teenagers can with grit snark and a load of attitude from evil vikings to ancient conquistadors to a certain blood countess the dangers awaiting them beckon
from the shadows by far their most perilous journey won t be fighting the unseen but the gods themselves grab your copy of this urban fantasy saga for young adults that critics are calling a new take on the paranormal
and filled with attitude and a sharp tongue boxset contains books 1 3

The Ackerman Thrillers Boxset: 1-6 2020-06-01

cross manages to pull a new variant out of the black hat in francis ackerman a manipulative monster with a corrupt conscience the times a fast paced all too real thriller with a villain right out of james patterson and
criminal minds andrew gross the surprises are fast and furious and will leave you breathless to read more lisa gardner marcus williams and francis ackerman jr are both killers but while williams is tortured by the deaths he
has caused ackerman takes pleasure in his murders williams is a former new york city homicide detective ackerman is a serial killer and both men are about to become unwilling pawns in a conspiracy that reaches to the
highest levels of us government they will be plunged deep into a hellish underworld of murderers and killers they will find that there is more that connects them than divides them and that their lives depend on it collected in
a single volume for the first time the first six novels in the gripping ackerman thrillers comprising i am the night i am fear i am pain i am wrath i am hate i am vengeance
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Adventures on Brad Boxset: Books 4 - 6 2017-11-16

daniel chai only ever wanted to be an adventurer born with a gift of healing that steals his memories and past experiences as its fuel source daniel must weigh his heart s desire with his gift as he attempts to clear his first
ever dungeon along the way he ll meet true friends like the catkin asin and the northerner omrak as he learns what it truly takes to be a professional adventurer in brad the adventures on brad is a light fantasy novel set in
a litrpg world where everyone is born with a status screen and classes this box set collects the second arc of the adventures of brad following daniel and friends in silverstone the box set includes books 4 6 the arena s
call the adventurer s bond the forest s silence

The Azuleah Trilogy Boxset (Christian Epic Fantasy) 2024-07-01

this complete bundle contains all three books in the epic fantasy series and a bonus prequel novella when lucius discovers he is the fabled hero tasked with stopping a dragon uprising he sets out from his elvish home seeking
to reforge an ancient sword that once killed the dragon lord kraegyn but lucius knows little about the wide world of azuleah where he encounters dwarves faeries and the villainous draknoir with dark forces at every
turn lucius must depend on the aid of new friends and allies from distant lands to help him reforge the requiem sword before the dragons usher an age of fire and darkness to azuleah the azuleah trilogy is an epic fantasy
series filled with action adventure and intrigue fans of c s lewis chronicles of narnia and john flanagan s ranger s apprentice will feel right at home this boxset includes the following novels the shaman of neroterra prequel
the blade heir gauntlet of iniquity keep of dragons

Sister Witches: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Romance Boxset 2015-04-30

enjoy this steamy witch filled magical bundle by usa today bestselling author jennifer l hart happily ever afters guarenteed sisters can t live with em can t hex em even if you re the latest in a long line of witches you don t
want to miss this ten book supernatural sized collection featuring two sets of sisters living their magical midlife to the fullest love magic and adventure await books include witch way after forty witch way did she go
witch way is up jingle all the witch way witch way today witch way tomorrow witch war after midlife magic mirror midlife magic monster and midlife magic malady buy sister witches a 10 book paranormal women s fiction
collection and embrace the magic today fans of the following authors are known to enjoy this later in life slow burn pwf romance series k f breene shannon mayer and robyn peterman

The Secret Bunker Trilogy Boxset 2023-06-17

the secret bunker trilogy box set enclosed in this box set darkness falls the four quadrants and regeneration the secret bunker trilogy 1 darkness falls a secret bunker a sinister darkness can dan tracy put the pieces
together before the whole world is lost on a family trip to a disused cold war bunker dan tracy s family gets caught up in life threatening events which have cast a sudden and terrible darkness over the surface of the
planet all known life has been put to sleep causing havoc throughout the world as planes drop from the skies vehicles career off the road and governments seem powerless to intervene 24 hours after the darkness descends
the bunker undergoes a massive transformation and it emerges that the dusty old tunnels form a state of the art operations centre which has been hiding in open view for many decades but its present day purpose is unclear
dan soon realises that he and his family are part of something bigger than they could ever have imagined and the world is in perilous danger from a malevolent organisation based on earth and intent on destroying the planet
if you like fast paced apocalyptic action captivating characters and stories that keep you reading all night long then you ll love paul teague s secret bunker trilogy the secret bunker trilogy 2 the four quadrants a
sleeping planet a sinister enemy a hate that could destroy everything the entire planet is paralysed by a deadly shroud of darkness only those trapped in the secret bunker can save it but they are not alone a hidden enemy is
battling for control of the earth and he s ready to sell it to the highest bidder he harbours a deep grudge against the government leaders who cast him aside with barely a second thought now it s time for revenge and the
whole world is going to pay as dan tracy continues his terrifying journey through the deep tunnels of the secret bunker he gets help from an unexpected source only they were supposed to be dead the secret bunker trilogy 3
regeneration a ravaged planet a formidable enemy and now something deadly is lurking in space the earth is burning the result of vicious sabotage on the terraforming programme that was meant to save it two hundred
nuclear weapons have been launched at key targets across the planet an alien species is gathering warships while the world sleeps unable to defend itself a ruthless cybernetic army is about to erase all traces of life in the
bunkers controlled by their queen and a genetic timebomb is ticking in the bodies of the only people who can put an end to this deadly assault dan tracy must face his worst fears as he stares his new enemy directly in the
eyes but only one can survive the final battle in space only one will make it out alive the secret bunker trilogy has been completely re edited and revised to mark the 25th anniversary in 2019 of scotland s secret bunker
being open to the public this is the real life bunker on which this trilogy is based

Gangsters and Roses Special Edition Boxset 2024-03-30

read the forbidden dark mafia romance between salvatore and delphine from the very beginning in this special edition boxset it s true what they say you never forget your first love when salvatore mancino returns i m left
reeling i m swimming in memories of his passionate kiss and memories of him breaking my heart over a decade later the violent mafia boss intends on making me his but dark and wicked forces seek to hurt me and in the process
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destroy him the gangsters roses special edition boxset includes 0 forbidden roses 1 wicked roses 2 twisted roses 3 savage roses and brand new bonus scenes and special short story never before shared the gangsters roses
dark mafia romance series is not suitable for readers under the age of 18 this series includes content that may upset some readers please ensure you read the content warning at the beginning of the series before proceeding or
check siennevega com for more info

Gems of Love Sweet Romance Boxset 2018-11-27

with firemen billionaires single dads and detectives all in the mix these five tales are here to give you a masterclass in heart fluttering goodness brace yourself for sparks that could illuminate a city heart collisions that
could rival bumper cars and happily ever afters that even fairy godmothers would envy these love stories are as irresistible as a box of assorted chocolates you won t be able to stop at just one so grab your copy now
and embark on a journey that ll make your heart skip a beat bring a rosy glow to your cheeks and fill your moments with chuckles loving the boss feel the sizzle as eleni escapes to a tropical haven where her whirlwind
dance of fresh starts intertwines with matteo a diving instructor with eyes deeper than the mariana trench can they ride the waves of romance to a joyful finale on their paradise stage gambling with the billionaire ryan and
bianca tango between business and pleasure showing that balancing love and ambition is trickier than teetering in stilettos on a tightrope prepare for a delectable mix of risks sizzles and spontaneous flair in this sweet love
adventure fake dating the single dad nick s juggling more than a thanksgiving feast when he recruits ginny a sassy nanny with secrets for a fauxmance what starts as a scripted act becomes an unscripted comedy of
affection proving that love doesn t follow a predictable script saving the brother s best friend when gabriel needs a fake girlfriend giada s got a plan to show him that love is as unpredictable as a cat on caffeine sizzles
fly secrets twist and their hearts dance to an unexpectedly fiery tune in this tale of friendship sparks and daring charades falling for the undercover agent giordano s detective skills are top notch but not so much when it
comes to resisting ruby a woman as captivating as a secret treasure map embark on an exhilarating journey of deceit emotions and unexpected love and let this enchanting romance steal your heart so what are you waiting
for dive headfirst into the gems of love series it s a rollercoaster ride for your heart complete with extra twists turns and a whole lot of swooning

The Zandian Brides Boxset - Books 1-3 2023-10-24

dive into the first three dark erotic romance novels in usa today bestselling authors renee rose and rebel west s zandian brides series night of the zandians the zandians have taken back their planet now they need brides
bought by the zandians they bought me at auction claimed me as theirs mastered by the zandians two zandian warriors their feisty human captive

Secrets to Becoming a Successful Author Boxset 2022-02-22

frustrated with the plethora of conflicting information on how to self publish wouldn t it be wonderful to sit down with someone who has already made the mistakes done the analysis and will provide you the short cuts
the secrets about the things that work now you have that chance with the career author secrets series indie publishing self publishing has changed dramatically in the past five years there are now new easier tools to use
for every part of the process editing formatting distribution sales and analysis this boxset contains three books secrets every author should know publishing basics it contains everything a diy author needs to get her
book from manuscript to professional publication in both ebook and print including why books don t sell options for diy or contracting professionals the truth about isbns copyright registration secrets for formatting
your book the easy way creating book covers that sell making decisions about distribution secrets to pricing and distribution ebook print and direct sales once you have a finished book you need to get it into readers hands
loading your book to a vendor looks deceivingly easy however the career author knows that each vendor has its own methods for promoting books performing searches and identifying ready buyers you need to take
advantage of these differences in order to maximize your profits and discoverability capitalize on competitive retail pricing in different markets and use effective metadata to draw more readers to your books learn to write
compelling book blurbs for each title that focus on reader cookies and marketing unlock keywords and get access to hidden category options take advantage of search algorithm nuances at amazon barnes and noble kobo
and apple use aggregators to increase distribution opportunities around the world evaluate opportunities for direct sales to bookstores and individual consumers secrets to effective author marketing it s more than buy
my book this book provides specific techniques to exploit the value of your books without resorting to the typical overexposure in social media and newsletters with buy my book sales messaging instead focus on the top
three proven techniques that actually sell books follow step by step instructions and timelines to learn how to 1 create an effective plan for communicating to readers 2 use social media and email lists to engage with
your readers and 3 plan for effective campaigns for both book launches and backlist rejuvenation throughout the year in addition this book provides techniques to distinguish specific groups of readers most likely to buy
your novel or nonfiction book understand your competition and the advantages that your book offers clarify hooks that capture attention of the media reviewers and readers identify where and how to reach readers
reviewers and media create and implement a consistent brand throughout all marketing efforts effectively select from 100 options the appropriate marketing tactics and timing that matches your book intentions and values
maximize organic reach and stay to a budget of less than 100 per book campaign develop a long term online marketing plan

Mythverse Boxset Books 4-7: Struggle & Strife, Battle & Brawl, Catch & Conquer, Defy and Defend 2012-04-09

the second half of the mythverse series is now here as a single boxset binge on four full length academy novels for one low price welcome to the mythverse an interconnected world of stories full of supernatural
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creatures and the greek gods who rule them it all starts with edie when she enrolls at mount olympus academy revenge is her goal but she ends up finding friendship and love along the way later edie joins forces with brandee
jean a former teen beauty queen who after getting struck by lightning gains super strength to keep her new powers bj travels to amazon academy to compete for the title of amazon queen and finally the series ends up at the
former underworld academy now turned into the supernatural prison edie s sister mavis works there along with edie s best friend cassie when edie goes missing cassie and mavis won t let anything stop them from rescuing her
even if it means releasing the prisoners they re supposed to help keep behind bars the mythverse novels are young adult magic academy fantasy with non stop action the four books in this bundle include struggle strife battle
brawl catch conquer and defy defend percy jackson meets vampire academy in this fun new trilogy classes start now one click to enroll with edie in the assassination class keywords vampire academy shifter fae romance
supernatural paranoramal romance fantasy fae vampire paranormal shifter romance vampire romance paranormal books vampire sereis vampire books ya paranormal romance wolf shifter ya paranormal romance books
supernatural romance urban supernatural series dragon shifter urban fantasy wolf shifter romance ya paranormal shifter romance books urban fantasy adventure supernatural academy vampire academy series ya
paranoramal academy new urban fiction supernatural books shifters paranormal best vampire series best vampire romance shifter romance novels dark paranormal romance mythology greek mythology greek myths magic
academy academy mythverse mount olympus academy mount olympus mythverse academy supernatural invesitgator magical pi mythverse boxset bundle omnibus boxed set omnibus god goddess gods goddesses greek gods greek
goddesses greek god greek goddess monster monsters greek myth roman mythology roman myth roman myths similar authors jaymin eve sofia daniel jen l grey simone leigh martin g bailey regan rosewood marisa claire lexi c
foss meg xumai x debbie cassidy may dawson wendi l wilson michelle maddow rachel jonas sadi moss shannon mayer bella forest rick riordan richelle mead p c cast kristin cast jennifer l armentrout tracy wolff brandon mull
elisa s amore kiera legend harry potter j k rowling

Down & Dirty Supernatural Cleaning Services Boxset Books 1-3: Grave New World, Grime and Punishment, A Farewell to Charms 2024-10-15

enjoy this fun spicy urban fantasy cozy mystery series from the authors of the mythverse and powers of the zodiac paranormal series this complete boxset collection has everything you need to get started on the series in
one bundle grave new world sometimes you have to play dirty i m paige harper and i clean up supernatural messes but my personal life is something i can t seem to straighten out i accidentally married a fae and even though
we ve been divorced for years jax still manages to land me in hot water like putting my house on the table at a high stakes poker game type of hot now he s been arrested for murder and the cops want to pin a series of
vampire killings on him i don t know if he did it or not but i do know he needs to be at that poker game or else my house is gone in order to get jax out i turn to nico a one eyed werewolf private detective for help nico is a
handsome dangerous ladies man and i have no intention of falling prey to his charms although that s easier said than done as the two of us begin crawling through the dirty underbelly of the supernatural world it s a good
thing i brought my broom grime and punishment the only thing worse than a serial killer that hates you is a serial killer that likes you the only upside to his attention is that nico a one eyed werewolf private detective has
decided to assign himself as my personal bodyguard even though nico gets me hot and bothered i m done with bad boys instead i m determined to make things work with a new guy that i ve met a nice human guy but i can t take
this relationship to the next level with a werewolf on my tail as if that wasn t enough i m also juggling a new cleaning job at a supernatural brothel and trying to hunt down a kidnapped baby can i juggle work romance
and an obsessed serial killer i can or i ll die trying a farewell to charms sex sells for everyone except the person cleaning up after it i m paige harper and i ve got problems paying the bills my cleaning service for paranormal
messes has only one major client charms is half gambling den half brothel and 100 percent of my income unfortunately on the same week i m due to get paid charms gets robbed the ogre madame can t pay me cover her bribes or
keep her teenage daughter in line somehow i m in charge of fixing all these things while trying to figure out if the guy i m dating is a serial killer on top of all that nico a one eyed werewolf private detective is on the case too
he gets under my skin and has made it clear he wouldn t mind getting under my clothes somehow i ve gotta keep things strictly professional sure no problem it s a lot of balls to keep in the air but it s a juggling act i ve got
to ace or else it s farewell to charms my livelihood and maybe even my life this boxset includes books 1 3 in the down dirty supernatural cleaning services an all new paranormal mystery series filled with laughs and
romance keywords paranormal paranormal thriller paranormal mystery paranormal romance mystery thriller urban fantasy uf werewolf werewolves shifter shifters romcom werewolf romance shifter romance funny
humorous steamy supernatural fantasy fae vampire paranormal books wolf shifter paranormal investigator supernatural romance paranormal investigation supernatural series urban fantasy wolf shifter romance shifter
romance books urban fantasy adventure supernatural books shifter romance novels fae books paranormal cozy mystery urban fantasy series uf series paranormal mystery series werewolf romance series supernatural
romance series supernatural series paranormal series shifter romance series paranormal romance series paranormal thriller series paranormal mystery series paranormal investigator series paranormal investigation series
books box set boxset bundle collection omnibus series

Powers of the Zodiac Boxset: Three Midlife Paranormal Romances and a Prequel Novella 2021-10-07

powers of the zodiac is a hilarious magical series from the authors of down dirty supernatural cleaning services crystal maddie and helena receive a desperate message from their husbands i ve been kidnapped and i need your
help each women is asked to bring a magical object as ransom it s only when they deliver the ransom that they discover their three husbands bobby burt and robert are the same man even worse the kidnapping goes off the
rails their cheating husband is killed and the three women get blasted by a magical object granting them powers based on their zodiac signs over the next year crystal maddie and helena find out what it means to be a magical
middle aged women they also have to deal with goons determined to steal the magical object that gave them their powers and as if that wasn t enough each women gets a second chance at love with a trio of sexy men who
have amazing powers of their own along the way the women also discover they have more in common than they originally thought and that their greatest power of all just might be their newfound friendship if you re ready
for love laughter and magic then join maddie helena and crystal as they navigate their newly found magical midlife powers
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Bloo Moose Romance BoxSet 1 (Books #1-3) 2022-02-22

enjoy these heart warming romances at a terrific price join the fun in bloo moose where love is always worth the risk curl up with these small town romantic suspense stories about brave women and the daring men who will
conquer all the odds to keep them safe reaching for normal book 1 former seal sawyer wants to be left alone to deal with the traumas he s seen freelance writer myla wants to learn all things winter and sawyer is just
the man to help her and if her sexy guide could help her get rid of that v card that d be great too but when things turn deadly these opposites will need to work together if they want to survive reaching for risks book 2
when her octogenarian b b guests suggest she fits right in with them darby realizes it s time to renovate herself her legendary reno list gets a new page the risk list quinn has wanted darby since he was a teen living with his
selfish family a lucky accident has him staying in her b b and when danger threatens he ll do anything to keep darby safe and then to keep her reaching for everything book 3 kami s tennis career was shattered right along with
her knee and her heart back in bloo moose to build a tennis camp she plans to heal her body but keep her heart closed rayce wants a second chance he blew it as a teen but now that he s building her tennis center he hopes he
can get that chance when a stalker turns dangerous he finds he ll do anything to prove to her that love means everything this romantic suspense boxset is a collection of the first three bloo moose standalone romances
these romantic suspense stories include some strong language sexy times and guaranteed happy ever afters enjoy

The Civil War Trilogy 3-Book Boxset (Gods and Generals, The Killer Angels, and The Last Full Measure) 2022-04-14

michael shaara reinvented the war novel with his pulitzer prize winning masterpiece of gettysburg the killer angels jeff shaara continued his father s legacy with a series of centuries spanning new york times bestsellers
together at last in ebook form this volume assembles three civil war novels from america s first family of military fiction gods and generals the killer angels and the last full measure gods and generals traces the lives
passions and careers of the great military leaders thomas stonewall jackson winfield scott hancock joshua chamberlain from the gathering clouds of war the killer angels re creates the fight for america s destiny in the
battle of gettysburg the four most bloody and courageous days of our nation s history and the last full measure brings to life the final two years of the civil war chasing the escalating conflict between robert e lee
and ulysses s grant complicated heroic and deeply troubled men through to its riveting conclusion at appomattox contains a preview jeff shaara s new novel of the civil war a blaze of glory praise for michael shaara and
jeff shaara s civil war trilogy brilliant does not even begin to describe the shaara gift the atlanta journal constitution shaara s beautifully sensitive novel delves deeply in the empathetic realm of psycho history where
enemies do not exist just mortal men forced to make crucial decisions and survive on the same battlefield san francisco chronicle on gods and generals remarkable a book that changed my life i had never visited gettysburg
knew almost nothing about that battle before i read the book but here it all came alive ken burns on the killer angels the last full measure is more than another historical novel it is rooted in history but its strength is the
element of humanity flowing through its characters the book is compelling easy to read well researched and written and thought provoking in short it is everything that a reader could ask for chicago tribune

The Jake Tanner Terror Thriller Series Boxset 1 2022-12-23

h3 books 1 2 of the pulsating jake tanner terror thriller series em strong standstill strong em and em strong floor 68 strong em h3 p br p p u strong book 1 strong standstill u p p in the oppressive london summer heat two
brothers orchestrate the deadliest terror attack the city has ever seen three airport bound trains are brought to a standstill with thousands held hostage and when the dust settles the metropolitan police are left
scrambling for solutions   br p p the terrorists promise to let hostages go but first detective jake tanner must play his part in their twisted games the rules are simple follow them and no one gets hurt break them and the
consequences will be fatal but when he discovers the identity of one of the passengers jake realises this isn t just about saving hostages   br p p battling a faceless figure who s appointed himself god jake must save the
passengers before the city descends into utter mayhem   br p p but how far will he go will he save everyone in time and will he like the chilling truth he learns along the way p p br p p u strong book 2 strong floor 68 u p p
jake tanner is tormented by memories of the people he s failed to save hoping to give his spinning mind a break the detective treats his wife and kids to a fancy meal in london s tallest building he never expected that his family
time would be cut short by a biological terrorist p p cut off from outside help and struggling with his ptsd jake may be the only man who can save the hostages and thwart the horrific attack as a deadly game of cat and
mouse begins the detective must conquer his own demons to outwit a deranged mastermind if he fails the airborne pathogen s devious purpose will decimate humanity s future p p can jake defeat a savage psychopath before the
bomb annihilates humankind p p br p p em if you like edge of your seat action honourable heroes and explosive terrorist plots then you ll love jack probyn s gripping novels em br p p br p h4 what others are saying h4 p a
pulsating thriller that moves at an electrifying pace tightly plotted with unbelievable tension  jack probyn comes across as a master in crafting a story with an exhilarating endgame this book is a rare gem br p p it is the
most riveting book i have read in a long time all i can say is please read for yourself it is stunning br p p fast paced storyline with fantastic chase scenes br p p thrilling action compelling characters this story has it all br
p p wow from start to finish this one keeps you on the edge of your seat br p p br p p strong em buy the box set and start a series you won t want to put down em strong br p

Defenders of the Realm - The Complete Boxset 2022-01-28

four destinies intertwine in a saga of magic courage and the quest for identity in eldavon a rite of passage sends 13 year olds up eldavon mountain to drink from the mystical silver springs those unchanged by the magic
remain human and learn practical trades in the village while those transformed into witches or dragons attend the institute a magical academy here students embark on quests and hone their abilities preparing for their
sacred duty to defend the kingdom as they mature they wrestle with societal norms personal relationships and the complexities of fated mates through their adventures and trials they deepen their understanding of
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friendship and loyalty discovering the profound impact of their connections enter a world where magic destiny and friendship collide in the defenders of the realm series by canadian indie author marie h�l�ne lebeault join a
diverse group of young heroes as they embark on thrilling adventures uncover ancient secrets and forge unbreakable bonds in a kingdom teeming with magic dragons and mystery in this epic series you ll follow the journey of
human witch and dragon characters who must discover their unique destinies and face challenges that test their courage love and friendships from heartwarming coming of age tales to enchanting fantasy romance novellas
defenders of the realm promises an unforgettable adventure through a world where the power of magic and the strength of unity reign supreme don t miss out on this captivating series that will transport you to a realm of
wonder and enchantment this boxset includes the prequel the 5 main edge of your seat adventure books and the 6 swoon worthy no spice fantasy romance novellas 1 500 pages of unforgettable epic fantasy adventure
stay in the loop join marie h�l�ne s newsletter for writing updates sales upcoming events and special promotions at mhlebeault com

Mafia Bride Boxset Books 21-25

boxset of books 21 25 in the mafia bride series contains the following 21 equalizer 22 deep cuts 23 deadly scars 24 live by the knife 25 demon hour all books need to be read in order to understand the story correctly
read books 1 20 before proceeding series summary lily lives in a refugee camp with her mother and father one day her father is approached by some men offering him work he takes up the offer in the hope to provide for his family
but lily never sees him again soon later her mother is shot dead escaping some rapists in the woods with both of her parents gone lily is left to fend for herself dragged into the heartbreaking brutal world of human
trafficking when she comes across a man named lazarus landucci a tragic tale of love and loss taking lily from her childhood to her adulthood and how she continues to fight the monsters from her past no matter how
hard she tries to move on

West Coast Doms Boxset

binge the first three steamy books in the west coast doms series punishing penelope commanding casey saving sandra rough and jaded hardened by a cruel life these men don t hesitate when it comes to what they want in love
and war nothing is forbidden punishing penelope she s made me suffer long enough now it s time for punishment penelope wilder was my first love my first everything we should ve been together forever we weren t one night one
unspeakable tragedy ruined everything i spent the next eight years without her channeling my longing and pain into my career i became a cop she became a crime reporter who hates everything i stand for almost as much as she
hates me but that all changes right now she crossed a line and i caught her red handed she s completely at my mercy and the plan was to make her pay to make her suffer as i have i never intended for things to get rough or
hot but they did after tonight she might hate me forever but i m never letting her get away again commanding casey i m nobody s hero i m the bad guy and bad guys don t get happily ever after endings there s a reason i exiled
myself to alaska it s safer for everyone i especially don t need to be around women not after what happened with my ex i didn t miss them either until she showed up casey keagan has no business being on my pipeline
construction site no business being anywhere near me but now she s everywhere haunting me with those dark eyes and luscious lips reminding me of everything i left behind she makes me want things i can t have she makes me want
her but she has demons of her own she deserves the kind of fairy tale hero who can help her feel safe again i m not that guy neither one of us wanted this the fire between us but now that we ve found it will giving in to it
save us or destroy us saving sandra now that i ve felt her fire i can t let her go even if it burns both our lives to the ground i m not what anyone would call a good man or i wasn t until her sandra hooper is an innocent
single mom beautiful in desperate need of domination her dark desires the ones that simmer just beneath her cool fa�ade call to me in ways i can t explain or ignore i m obsessed then her name appears on my next contract and
everything changes the hunter is about to become the protector because when i don t take the hit someone else will someone like me and i ll do anything go to any lengths to save what s mine see i didn t have a heart not
until she gave me hers but now that i know what love feels like i m never letting it or her go intended for an 18 audience

Megan Miranda Boxset

four gripping thrillers in one discover megan miranda s first four thrillers in one fast paced dramatic collection perfect if you love shari lapena lisa jewell and gillian mcallister includes reese witherspoon book club pick the
last house guest all the missing girls it s been ten years since nicolette farrell left her rural hometown after her best friend corinne disappeared without trace then a letter from her father arrives i need to talk to you
that girl i saw that girl has her father s dementia worsened or has he really seen corinne returning home nicolette must finally face what happened on that terrible night all those years ago then another young woman goes
missing almost to the day of the anniversary of when corinne vanished and like ten years ago the whole town is a suspect what really happened to corinne the perfect stranger having reached a dead end in boston failed
journalist leah stevens needs a change when she runs into an old friend emmy grey who is moving to rural pennsylvania leah decides to join her but their fresh start is quickly threatened when a woman with an eerie
resemblance to leah is assaulted by the lake and emmy disappears days later determined to find emmy leah helps detective kyle donovan to investigate her friend s life for clues but with no friends family or digital footprint
the police begin to suspect that there is no emmy grey forced to question her version of reality and to save herself leah must uncover the truth no matter how dark or terrible it may be the last house guest one year ago
avery s best friend sadie was found dead dashed on the rocks the night of the infamous end of summer party to avery s disbelief the police quickly rule sadie s death a suicide a year later new evidence surfaces that suggests
sadie was murdered evidence that places avery under suspicion grief stricken and ostracized avery must clear her name before she s branded a killer the girl from widow hills when arden maynor was six years old she was
swept away in a terrifying storm and went missing for days against all odds she was found alive clinging to a storm drain fame followed and so did fans creeps and stalkers as soon as she was old enough arden changed her
name and left widow hills behind twenty years later olivia as she is now known is plagued by night terrors she often finds herself out of bed in the middle of the night sometimes streets away from her home then one evening
she jolts awake in her yard with the corpse of a man at her feet
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Bloo Moose Romance BoxSet 3 (Books #7-9)

enjoy these heart warming romances at a terrific price join the fun in bloo moose where love is always worth the risk curl up with these small town romantic suspense stories about brave women and the daring men who will
conquer all the odds to keep them safe reaching for roots book 7 cartoonist emmy is terrified of putting down roots because it s never worked out for her before but opening a shop in quirky bloo moose is too good an
opportunity to pass up undercover agent ryan is following the only link to his target he never expected her to be sexy and sweet and lovable when he s in too deep everything goes wrong now he needs to convince emmy of
the truth beneath the lies if he can find her first reaching for family book 8 veterinarian jenna has changed her name to escape her family animals are much safer company former ranger noah is determined to buy back his
adoptive parents farm and raise alpacas in peace but when the sexy vet who owns part of his land is in danger he s willing to risk it all reaching for home book 9 nia moves to bloo moose with her son to escape the nastiness
in the costume rooms of hollywood nia s presence worries jaz as she s a reminder of a horrible moment in his life but when her son wants a white christmas with all the trimmings he s determined to make it happen and when the
past shows up to threaten them all he ll do anything to keep them both safe this romantic suspense boxset is a collection of the third set of three bloo moose standalone romances these romantic suspense stories include
some strong language sexy times and guaranteed happy ever afters enjoy

The Submission Trilogy Boxset

one bratty werewolf one possessive alpha one choice that changes everything slip into this fiery enemies to lovers romance today submitting to the alpha isabella is in trouble big trouble she knows that opening her
curtains and touching herself while her alpha watches from the woods is wrong but she does it anyway and she plans on doing it again every night in fact until her alpha teaches her otherwise roman alpha of the
silverclaw pack is tired of isabella teasing him even more he s tired of her disobeying his every command and he knows exactly how to fix both problems devour every inch of her until she s begging for him at his feet defying the
alpha defiant wolf shifter isabella loves toying with her mate roman but between isabella leading the lycans roman strengthening their pack and a darkness slowly overtaking wolves minds they have rarely found time for
themselves and one of the worst problem of them all is that alpha kylo marks the most powerful alpha in the nation wants isabella s and roman s heads when the moon goddess brings kylo and isabella together to help
stop the darkness from overtaking the werewolf species kylo finds himself treading on uncharted territory protecting the alpha with two dominant mates by her side isabella tries hard to locate and defeat a wicked god
who has corrupted the werewolf species but as the darkness consumes innocent wolves she believes that the corruption has already affected her pack and her mates isabella doesn t know who to trust or if she can even
trust herself disclaimer this is a mf romance that evolves into a mfm romance in book 2 this book includes common tropes such as urban fantasy romance series with strong heroine fated mates wolf shifter romance
werewolves and shifters enemies to lovers dark romantic fantasy friends to enemies to lovers

The Obsessed Duet - Boxset

he s brutal cold and dangerous she s a na�ve virgin who doesn t know how to follow his rules ella i ve been groomed my whole life to become his wife he s brutal cold and dangerous the rules are set in his home rules we
must obey each time i break them i draw his attention he sends fear pulsing through my body but also a desire that i don t understand i decide i no longer want to become his wife he decides that i will become his obsession
instead it s a deadly obsession one i fear i won t survive lucas she s a na�ve virgin who doesn t know how to follow the rules i want to hurt her and claim her she becomes my every thought and i know that s dangerous i
can t lose focus on what s important i have an empire to rule but each time she crosses me i want to punish her i want her in my bed i want her to be mine but claiming her comes with a price that just might cost me my throne
this is the complete boxset keywords arranged marriage billionaire romance sexy alpha male obsessed alpha dark romance full length romantic dark adventure ebooks new adult romance complete series romance irish romance
obsessed romance alpha male romance books romance novels suspenseful romance billionaire romance new adult romance romance ebook romance series top romance reads dark romance hot romance alpha hero feisty heroine
wealthy billionaire romance novel romance books seduction sexy sensual current vi carter books series story suspense thriller action adventure hot sexy read love story alpha male happy ever after suspenseful read book
rich quick read new adult romantic suspense hea curvy cliffhanger popular series top rated books millionaire romance books essential reads adventure books action complete series strong heroine

Laura And The Shadow King Boxset

humanity is dying much of the population is living in the wild like psychotic animals ravaged by a seemingly incurable disease j j berger and his shadow team are the defenders of the last remnants of democracy threatened by
the sick and by the totalitarian forces of the east on the iberian southern plains a flicker of hope sparks up as a little girl and her mother flee their brutal captors towards the dim beacon of civilization still burning in the
west while trying to stop an invading russian army berger and his special forces operatives will battle organized gangs hordes of the sick and mysterious suicidal terrorists but maybe little laura and her mother bring the
answers and hope they have been longing for from the author of the alex 9 saga and the dark sea war chronicles with this new series award winning author bruno martins soares ventures into a post apocalyptic world
where his action filled breathtaking militaristic style rises to a different level on the southern plains of spain and portugal this is a post apocalyptic story that is action packed and keeps you reading i was hooked to this
one and didn t want to put it down i do highly recommend this canadian book addict blog on laura and the shadow king when calling bruno martins soares the portuguese george r r martin his publishers didn t know they were
creating a monster martins soares honors the comparison scifiworld portugal on the dark sea war chronicles
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